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TrentoTrento



Population 490.000 (0.8 % national population)
Area 6200 sq/km (2.9% of the Italian territory)
77 inhab. sq/km (Italy 192 per sq/km and EU 89)
3/5 living in towns
70% over 600 m
65% forest

TrentinoTrentino 2010: basic figures2010: basic figures



• The autonomous Province of Trento 
enjoys a condition of long- 
established  special autonomy 
status which is guaranteed 
constitutionally and include a great 
legislative, administrative, and 
financial autonomy. This special 
condition manifests itself in a 
number of specific competences 
directly exercised by local 
government and supported by 
special funding.

• It has legal and administrative 
jurisdiction –also according to the 
Constitutional Law of the 18 
October 2001, no. 3– in the field of 
scientific and technological 
research and innovation.

The Autonomy StatuteThe Autonomy Statute



among the highest standards of living in Italy

autonomous status, strong degree of legislative  
administrative and financial self-determination

cultural and political balance between openness to 
the future and attention to traditional values (social 
cohesion, solidarity, welfare)

growing investments in knowledge economy and 
human capital

TrentinoTrentino 20102010



KEY FEATURES

200.000.000 € invested from public sector 

several internationally recognized public research 

institutions

a renown public University partly financed by the Province

several National Research Council centres located in TN

several ongoing joint projects with international research 

institutions 

growing number of entreprises choosing TN as a R&D site

The research sectorThe research sector
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…an overview

Trentino'sTrentino's R&D systemR&D system



2004 2006 2009

139,000 178,000 200,000

In thousands of Euro

Year 2006:
178 Millions of Euros (1.2 % of Gross 

Domestic Product )
38% Public Foundations, 
31.8% University of Trento, 
25.8% Small Medium Enterprises’s ,    
4.4% no Profit, Private Bodies.

Total resources allocated for higherTotal resources allocated for higher
education, research and innovationeducation, research and innovation



Fondazione Bruno Kessler
Ex ITC

The Agrarian Institute of San Michele 
all’Adige

The Centre for Alpine Ecology

Local research institutionsLocal research institutions



The Province’s Government pursues a 
strategy of territorial development based 
on knowledge, recognising the 
fundamental importance of promoting, 
developing and disseminating research 
and innovation for the growth of human 
capital and the development of a 
competitive business culture throughout 
the territory.

P.L. no. 14/2005: AIMP.L. no. 14/2005: AIM
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University of TN University of TN 
Facts & Numbers (1)Facts & Numbers (1)

Established in 1962 by the Local Government of 
Trentino, State University since 1983

600 Faculty members
300 Post-Docs and visiting professors
600 Technical & administrative staff

16000 Students
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University of TN University of TN 
Facts & Numbers (2)Facts & Numbers (2)

Economics

Founded in 1973
CENSIS ranking 2009: 2nd

Science

Founded in 1972
CENSIS ranking 2009: 2nd

Sociology

Founded in 1962
CENSIS ranking 2009: 2nd

Arts and Philosophy

Founded in 1984
CENSIS ranking 2009: 3rd

Law

Founded in 1984
CENSIS ranking 2009: 1st

Engineering

Founded in 1985
CENSIS ranking 2009: 1st

Cognitive Sciences

Founded in 2005
The only School in Italy
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University of TN University of TN 
Facts & Numbers (3)Facts & Numbers (3)
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University of TN University of TN 
Facts & Numbers (4)Facts & Numbers (4)



University of TN University of TN 
Facts & Numbers (5)Facts & Numbers (5)

Annual budget 150 M€
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Internationalization and Internationalization and 
the role of the local environmentthe role of the local environment
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The importance of being PATThe importance of being PAT
University of TN’s first place in the university evaluation 
from the Italian Ministry of Education, Research and 
Universirties (MIUR), received much attention in recent 
days by Italian newspapers. Likewise, compared to most 
Italian regions, PAT’s system of high education, 
research and innovation has been credited being better 
developed at both national and international level. 
Trento University’s strength resides in PAT’s 
autonomous spending and taxation authority; in 
addition, Trento University deserves credit for its own 
strategy, focused on international mobility of 
researchers, promotion of international alliances, and 
reliance on the co-fund action of the European 
Commission as well as other public and private 
organizations. 
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Our vision of internationalizationOur vision of internationalization

• Trento is part – at the same time – of the historical 
Tyrol and of the so-called Italian North-East. 
Both regions are a natural link between the 
Mediterranean and the Central Europe areas.

• We used internationalization as a key tool to overcome 
(or at least to mitigate) the problems of the Italian 
higher education system.
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Internationalization means:Internationalization means:

• Promote the mobility of students and professors (Erasmus 
program et al.).

• Develop joint and double degrees with international partners.

• Attract graduate and Ph. D. students, Post-Docs and 
professors from abroad.

• Work in tight connection with the local research network in 
order to be more competitive at the international level.
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Erasmus mobilityErasmus mobility
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International programsInternational programs

Double degree programs: 25
Erasmus Mundus: 2 
EU-Atlantis: 2 
Erasmus Mundus external cooperation window: 5 (one 
coordinated)
Cotutélles de thèse, Joint or Double PhD programs: 13
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Internationalization means:Internationalization means:

• Internationalization@home. 
Increase the offer of graduate programs entirely taught 
in English. So far: 

Cognitive science, 
International Management, 
Mathematics, 
Physics, 
Computer science, 
Telecommunication Engineering. 
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Internationalization means:Internationalization means:

• Develop joint research initiatives with international 
partners, including profit and no-profit enterprises.

• Stimulate the participation to European research 
programs and networks (the Trento fund raising 
capability is about 5 times the Italian average value).



ATrePATreP
• In 2004, the PAT founded the Provincial Proton Therapy Agency 

(ATreP) with the specific task of planning and building a proton 
therapy center in Trento. 

• In 2006, ATreP announced a public tender for the planning, supply, 
installation and activation of a proton therapy center and on Dec.3rd, 
2009 a contract was signed with IBA, world leader in this sector, for 
the installation of a turnkey proton therapy centre in Trento. The 
center will be delivered and ready for the first treatment after 1278 
days from the signing of the contract. The contract scheme is a PPP 
and its main characteristics are: 
– Request of self-financing;
– Partial payment at the moment of acceptance test (for basic 

configuration after 3 ½ years);
– Technological maintenance and operations for 15 years by the 

contractor, after which the center will be under the responsibility 
of the Health Dept.;

– Clinical operations and responsibility by the procurer;
– Daily operation: 16 hours from Mon to Fri and 8 hours on Sat.;
– Guaranteed availability for 98% of daily clinical operations;
– Payment is subject to the accomplished actual availability. 



ATrePATreP

• The PT center in Trento will be constituted by: a cyclotron, a beam line 
and a gantry. The contract foresees the option to add a second gantry, 
which will allow to treat between up to 1000 patients a year. The 
design also allows for a future 3rd gantry, if required. The Trento 
proton therapy center will be the first to use a gantry.

• It was a priority for the Trento project to invest on training for the 
medical and medical-physics personnel. Therefore, a network of 
fruitful collaborations with the world’s largest proton therapy centers 
is constant. 

• The Province of TN has been dedicating to radio-oncology for a long 
time and this project wants to be a consolidation of this “practice”, in 
order to offer a precious tool in the fight against cancer. 



TrentoTrento’’s Future Proton Therapy Centres Future Proton Therapy Centre
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